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The manufacturing technology of thermoelectric materials is laborious and expensive often including complex and time-

intensive preparation steps. In this work, a laser sintering process of the oxide-based thermoelectric material Ca3Co4O9 is

investigated. Samples based on spray-coated Ca3Co4O9 were prepared and subsequently sintered under various laser

parameters and investigated in terms of the microstructure and thermoelectric properties. Here, the combination of laser

sintering and subsequent thermal sintering proved to be a promising concept for the preparation of thermoelectric films.

Laser sintering can thus make a great contribution in improving the processing of thermoelectric materials, especially

when films are applied that cannot be sintered under pressure.
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1 Introduction

The demand for electrical energy continues to grow, featur-
ing an increasing desire to reduce the vast amount of wasted
energy, especially in form of heat. A simple and environ-
mentally friendly method is the conversion of wasted heat
into usable electricity with thermoelectric materials [1–3].
The major advantage of energy harvesting via thermoelectric
generators (TEGs) are their reliability in direct power con-
version without moving parts, thus they can operate long
term without need of exchange. However, TEGs have been
used only in niche applications, like space exploration or
microelectronics [4, 5], because performance is too low for
wide commercial application compared to the competition.
Additionally, the cost and slow production of thermoelec-
tric materials and TEGs also prevent a wide-ranging utiliza-
tion of thermoelectric power conversion [6, 7].

The thermoelectric energy conversion is based on the
coupling of thermal and electronic currents within the ther-
moelectric material. Eq. (1) shows the underlying transport
equation. When a voltage U and a temperature difference
DT are applied at a material with the cross-sectional area A
and a length l, the electrical current Iel and the entropy
current IS are coupled via a material tensor, containing the
three main thermoelectric parameters: The isothermal elec-

trical conductivity s, the Seebeck coefficient a and the
open-circuited entropy conductivity LOC [8, 9].

Iel
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� �
¼ A

l
s sa

sa sa2 þLOC

� �
U
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� �
(1)

The performance of a thermoelectric material can then be
described by the figure of merit zT, which reflects the con-
version efficiency of the thermoelectric material. It is deter-
mined as the quotient of the power factor sa2 and the
entropy conductivity LOC (Eq. (2)) [10–12].
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zT ¼ sa2

LOC
(2)

Recently, the concept of optimizing the power factor sa2

instead of focusing on the figure of merit zT arose in the
thermoelectric community [3, 13]. The power factor directly
determines the achievable maximum electrical power out-
put of a material [14], which can be equally or more impor-
tant than the conversion efficiency based on the zT value.
As a result, focusing on improvement of the isothermal
electrical conductivity s and the Seebeck coefficient a can
be advantageous for specific desired applications.

The most common thermoelectric materials utilized so
far, such as Bi2Te3 [15], bring major drawbacks in their
toxicity and poor thermal stability, hindering an application
at elevated temperatures in air. As a result, various kinds of
promising materials are investigated and improved includ-
ing intermetallic phases such as Zintl [16, 17] and half-
Heusler phases [18, 19], oxides [20, 21] and polymers [22].
From these, oxide-based materials are the most promising
for applications at high temperatures, due to their good
thermal stability in air atmosphere. Within this group, calci-
um cobaltite (Ca3Co4O9, CCO) proved to be the best candi-
date [23, 24]. CCO is characterized by a layered crystal
structure, consisting of electrically conducting CoO2 layers
and poorly conducting Ca2CoO3 layers that cause phonon
scattering [3]. As these two subsystems exhibit incommen-
surable lattice parameters b1 and b2, the structure is
described in a 4-dimensional superspace group [25]. For
the thermoelectric properties of CCO, the production pro-
cess plays an important role [26–28]. A high energy sinter-
ing step is required to ensure a good electrical conductivity.
For this, various methods like hot pressing [29, 30], conven-
tional sintering [31], spark plasma sintering (SPS) [32], cold
sintering [33, 34] and pressureless sintering methods [35]
have been investigated. However, all of these established
techniques are usually quite long procedures or restricted to
small amounts per sintering step.

Additionally, optimization of the manufacturing technol-
ogy of materials (especially films) and TEGs is also in the
focus of research. Here, printing processes and additive
manufacturing are promising for fast and rapid production.
Rösch et al. [36] produced a printed origami TEG, consist-
ing of poly-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT) nano-
wires and TiS on a thin, flexible substrate. At a temperature
difference of 30 K, an electrical power output of 50 mW cm–2

was achieved. Kim et al. [4] fabricated a flexible screen-
printed TEG based on Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 by printing
respective pastes on the substrate via a screen-printing pro-
cess and rolling up the thermocouples. An electrical output
power of 4 mW cm–2 at a temperature difference of 50 K
was achieved. Glatz et al. [37] fabricated a micro-TEG for
non-planar surface applications based on copper and nickel.
The fabrication process consists of four photolithography
steps and four electrochemical deposition steps. Here, an
electrical power output of 25 nW cm–2 at a temperature

difference of 32 K was achieved. The utilization of printing
processes for oxide-based materials is also promising. In a
previous work [38], the authors presented a fast and simple
fabrication process for an oxide-based thermoelectric gener-
ators from a combination of spray coating and laser pat-
terning. The prototype was based on CCO and Ag on a
ceramic substrate, making it applicable at high tempera-
tures. The produced prototype achieved an electrical
power density of up to 1.65 mW cm–2 at a temperature dif-
ference of 100 K and a power factor of the CCO layer of
0.06 mV cm–1K–2. The electrical conductivity was highly lim-
ited by the high porosity and poor sintering of the CCO
layer. For this process, the established sintering techniques
described above are insufficient for a rapid and fast produc-
tion of well sintered oxide-based thermoelectric films.

In this work, laser sintering as an alternative as well as an
addition to the commonly used thermal sintering processes
is therefore investigated. For this, various parameters of the
utilized CO2 laser were analyzed in terms of their influence
on the microstructure and resulting electrical conductivity.
Selective laser sintering (SLS) has already been investigated
and is an established preparation method for other kinds of
materials, especially metallic and polymeric ones, but also
some ceramic materials [39–41]. For laser sintering, layers
of powdered materials are usually used, which are then
rapidly heated and consolidated by the laser [39]. This can
be done layer after layer, building up 3-dimensional bodies.
The biggest advantages of this process are the fast and rapid
production and the absence of any binder [39, 41]. For SLS,
usually particle sizes around 40–100 mm are considered
optimal, although smaller particles can result in a better
surface density and overall quality, when the particles are
fixed onto the substrate to avoid agglomeration due to static
force [39]. For ceramic materials, Mu et al. recently pre-
sented protonic ceramic films with a thickness of up to
200 mm and a grain size between 2 and 5 mm [41, 42]. Due
to the fast and rapid process of laser processes, a laser
sintering of thermoelectric materials can also be highly
advantageous and significantly improve the manufacturing
technology for thermoelectric materials and TEGs. Espe-
cially for the preparation of thin films, a laser sintering pro-
cess can be promising for rapid production and a reduction
of the high manufacturing costs.

2 Experimental Section

2.1 Sample Preparation

CCO powder was purchased from CerPoTech (Tiller, Nor-
way) and was used as a spray coating paste by dispersing
30 wt % in isopropyl alcohol with agitation and ultrasonica-
tion. The CCO is characterized by platelets with dimensions
about 500 nm in a,b-direction and about 30 nm in c-direc-
tion. SEM micrographs of the powder are shown in the
Supporting Information (Fig. S1). The paste was applied to
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a two-layer flexible low-temperature co-fire ceramic sub-
strate (LTCC, DuPont 951X) with an effective substrate
thickness of 440 mm via spray coating (Sogolee Airbrush
HP-200). The coated substrate was dried on a heating plate
at 373 K after each step. A CO2-laser (Epilog Fusion 32 M2
Dual, 75 W maximum power, spot diameter 80 mm) was
then used for laser sintering of the CCO layer. Tab. 1 shows
the different laser parameters. The parameters were chosen
similar to a work of Mu et al. [42], who used a power
between 2 and 10 W and a defocus up to 20 mm. As the
decomposition of CCO starts at approximately 1200 K in
air [43], the high power of the laser can obviously result in
a rapid decomposition and phase separation. As a result, a
significantly higher scan speed of 200 mm s–1 (compared to
around 1 mm s–1 used by Mu et al. [42]) was used here. In
Tab. 1, a cycle describes the number of times the laser has
passed the sample. Samples A–D have been prepared 1) via
laser treatment with the respective parameters and 2) via
laser treatment followed by a thermal sintering step (5 h at
873 K and 1033 K for 2 h with a heating and cooling rate of
3 K min–1 according to our previous work [38]). For com-
parison, a thermally sintered reference sample of the CCO
layer spray-coated onto the LTCC substrate was prepared
analogously. By this, a comparison of pure thermal sinter-
ing, pure laser sintering and combination of laser sintering
and thermal sintering can be achieved. Additionally, a CCO
bulk sample for comparison of the electrical conductivity,
Seebeck coefficient and power factor was prepared by press-
ing of 1 g of CCO and subsequent sintering at 1073 K for
10 h.

2.2 Characterization

The CCO layers on the LTCC substrates were characterized
as-produced by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8 Ad-
vance with Cu-Ka radiation) to investigate crystallinity and
identify possible decomposition processes. Additionally,
grazing incidence XRD patterns were measured at a fixed
angle of 4� for the X-ray source and are included in the

supporting information (Fig. S2). Microstructural charac-
terization was done via a field-emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM, JEOL JSM-6700F). Fractured samples
were used for SEM analysis. Additionally, the films were an-
alyzed by a field-emission transmission electron microscope
(FE-TEM, JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR) equipped with an ener-
gy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS, Oxford Instru-
ments INCA200 TEM) for elemental analysis. For TEM
analyses, cross-section views were prepared by infiltrating
the sample with epoxy resin followed by polishing and
grinding to achieve sufficient sample thickness. Scanning
TEM (STEM) micrographs and selected area diffraction
(SAED) in TEM mode were both done at 200 kV. The
isothermal electrical conductivity s was measured using a
home-made modified measurement cell with a horizontal
tube furnace (Carbolite) and KEITHLEY 2100 Digit Multi-
meters in a modified van-der-Pauw setup based on the
description of Indris [44]. The Seebeck coefficient a was
measured as a function of the temperature with a ProboStat
A setup from NorECs with an ELITE thermal system and
KEITHLEY 2100 Digit Multimeters.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 X-ray Diffraction

In Fig. 1, the normalized XRD patterns of the CCO layers
are shown. Fig. 1a compares the thermally sintered refer-
ence with the pure laser sintered samples. After laser sinter-
ing, the XRD patterns still show the presence of the CCO
layer, but the intensity of all reflections are significantly
lower and the background becomes very noisy. Additionally,
the 0020 and 0040 reflections that correspond to the a,b-di-
mensions of the CCO platelets strongly decreases after laser
treatment. This can be explained by a strongly decreasing
crystallinity due to the high power of the laser. As a result,
the reflections of the substrate also become more apparent.
After laser treatment, an additional reflection at approxi-
mately 41.5� can be seen, especially in samples A and D.
This could be explained by the formation of Ca3Co2O6,
which can be formed by the decomposition of CCO. As this
reflection is especially intense in samples A and D, the cor-
responding reflections of CCO are less pronounced in the
normalized XRD pattern. Grazing incidence XRD patterns
of the films have been also measured and are included in
the Supporting Information (Fig. S2). Interestingly, the
grazing incidence XRD pattern do not show the formation
of Ca3Co2O6 on the surface after laser treatment, but also
show the strongly decreasing overall crystallinity and
vanishing 0020 and 0030 reflections of the platelets. Addi-
tionally, only sample C shows the 1101 reflection. This
could be explained by the laser parameters, as sample C was
treated by the lowest power and simultaneously highest
focus distance, which should result in the least impact on
the film. Although the platelets were also mostly destroyed,

Chem. Ing. Tech. 2022, 94, No. 1–2, 177–185 ª 2021 The Authors. Chemie Ingenieur Technik published by Wiley-VCH GmbH www.cit-journal.com

Table 1. Details of the laser sintering of the CCO layers. Sam-
ples A–D were prepared with the displayed laser parameters.
Every sample has been additionally prepared with a subsequent
thermal sintering to investigate the combination of laser and
thermal sintering at 873 K for 5 h and 1033 K for 2 h. A thermally
sintered reference was prepared for comparison.

Sample Cycles Scanning speed
[mm s–1]

Power
[W]

Focus distance
[mm]

Reference – – – –

A 1 200 11.25 0.0

B 1 200 7.5 10.0

C 1 200 7.5 15.0

D 10 200 7.5 17.5
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smaller particles could still be present and show the 1101
reflections, which does not correspond to the a,b-dimension
of the platelets.

In Fig. 1b, the same comparison is shown for the combi-
nation of laser sintering and thermal sintering. Again, all
XRD patterns confirm the presence of the CCO layer. The
peak intensity for all samples after laser sintering and ther-
mal sintering is relatively higher and sharper than the sam-
ples sintered only via laser treatment, which indicates that
the thermal sintering restored the crystallinity of the CCO
film. Additionally, the intensity of the 1101 reflection differs
significantly, as it is strongly pronounced in samples A and
D, while it is only implied for samples B and C. While large
CCO platelets can be seen in all samples, the samples B and
C show less of the smaller particles covering the platelets
compared to samples A and D, which could be responsible
for the intensity of the 1101 reflection.

3.2 Microstructural Analyses

SEM analysis of the thermally sintered reference sample,
the laser sintered sample C and the same sample prepared
via a combination of laser sintering and thermal sintering
are shown in Fig. 2. The thermally sintered reference sample
shows typical CCO platelets with dimension about 500 nm
up to 1–2 mm in the a,b-dimension (Fig. 2a, b). The film
shows a high porosity, featuring large pores with several mm
in size (see Supporting Information Fig. S3). After laser
treatment, the typical CCO particles cannot be identified
anymore (Fig. 2c, d). Here, a network of melted particles

can be seen in the micrographs. As no defined particles can
be seen here, the laser treatment could lead to a melting of
the film resulting in an amorphous region on top of the
film. This assumption corresponds to the strongly decreas-
ing reflection intensity in the XRD pattern (cf. Fig. 1) and
absence of the 0020 and 0030 reflections in the grazing inci-
dence XRD pattern (Fig. S2). The other samples A, B and D
show a similar behavior of a melted particle network with
slight differences based on the varying laser parameters (see
Supporting Information, Fig. S4). After subsequent thermal
sintering, the CCO platelets can be seen again (Fig. 2e, f).
Compared to the thermally sintered reference, larger plate-
lets up to several mm in a,b-dimension and a slightly denser
network could be achieved (Fig. S3–S5). The samples A, B
and D again similarly show large CCO platelets after sinter-
ing (see Fig. S5).

The layer thickness of all prepared samples has been ana-
lyzed via cross-sectional SEM images, which is shown in
Fig. 3. The cross-sectional SEM micrographs of sample C
after laser sintering (Fig. 3a) and combination of laser and
thermal sintering (Fig. 3b) show the porous CCO layer on
top of the LTCC substrate. Fig. 3c shows a comparison of
the layer thickness of all prepared samples according to
cross-sectional SEM micrographs. The layer thickness and
the error bars were determined as the median of the layer
thickness at various points alongside the samples. Because
the spray coating and all sintering steps are done pressure-
less, the samples show a strong topography and the error
bars of the resulting values for the layer thickness are com-
parably large. After laser sintering, the layer thickness
slightly decreases for all samples, as the laser treatment also

www.cit-journal.com ª 2021 The Authors. Chemie Ingenieur Technik published by Wiley-VCH GmbH Chem. Ing. Tech. 2022, 94, No. 1–2, 177–185

Figure 1. Normalized XRD patterns of thermally sintered reference and samples A–D after a) only laser sintering and b) the combination
of laser sintering and thermal sintering. Literature reflections and indices of the Ca3Co4O9 reference correspond to the superspace
group Cm (0 1 – p 0) [25]. The reflections of the substrate have been extracted from a measurement of the pure LTCC substrate. The
asterisk corresponds to minor impurities of CaCo2O4. After laser sintering, the crystallinity of the samples is reduced, but the reflections
of the CCO can still be identified. After subsequent thermal sintering, the crystallinity is restored.
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results in an ablation of particles and agglomerates. As the
ablated parts may just drop onto the film again, the layer
becomes even rougher, leading to an even bigger error bar.
The subsequent thermal sintering leads to an additional
slight shrink of all layers. For samples A and B, the shrink-
age is quite low and similar to the reference sample, while
in samples C and D the layer thickness shows a stronger de-
crease. This indicates that the subsequent thermal sintering
of samples C and D leads to a denser CCO film as a result
of the previous laser treatment. The cross-sectional SEM
micrographs (Fig. S5) support this by showing denser layers
of particle networks compared to the thermally sintered
reference.

To further analyze the laser sintering process of the CCO
layer, TEM analyses of the laser-sintered sample C as well
as the combination of laser and thermal sintering of the
same sample were done, shown in Fig. 4. After laser sinter-
ing, the top 2–3 mm of the CCO film are characterized by

agglomerations of much smaller
and spherical particles compared
to the typical CCO platelets
underneath (Fig. 4a, b). However,
the EDXS elemental mapping in
still shows a mostly homoge-
neous distribution of Ca and Co,
similar to the typical CCO, but
with some red or green spots.
Therefore, no complete decom-
position of CCO into CaO and
Co3O4, the typical decomposition
products [43], can be found. The
few green and red spots that
can be identified indicate a
starting phase separation of Ca
and Co due to the high energy of
the laser. Therefore, we assume
the formation of some other
Ca-Co-O phases such as
Ca3Co2O6 or CaCo2O4 [43, 45]
alongside separated CaO and
presumably CoO or Co3O4 after
the laser treatment, correspond-
ing to the finding of the XRD
analyses.

After subsequent thermal sin-
tering, the first 2–3 mm seem to
be less porous compared to the
area underneath and are charac-
terized by large platelets with a
homogeneous distribution of Ca
and Co (Fig. 4c, d), showcasing a
better sintering of the particles
within the laser treated area. Se-
lected area electron diffraction
(SAED) of the top film of spheri-
cal particles (Fig. 5b) exhibit a

diffuse diffraction near the main beam, indicating amor-
phous regions analogously to the findings of the XRD pat-
terns. The CCO platelets underneath do not show a diffuse
diffraction (Fig. 5c). These results indicate that a laser treat-
ment before thermal sintering results in much smaller,
spherical and amorphous regions that show an initial sin-
tering process. The subsequent thermal sintering then
results in a denser area with well sintered, larger CCO
particles. This however only occurs in the first 2–3 mm of
the film, while the rest of the film seems to be mostly
unaffected. Compared to other selective laser sintering pro-
cesses of ceramics [41, 42], this is a quite low impacted area,
probably due to the high scanning speed of 200 mm s–1 and
high focus distance of the laser, which, however, is required
to avoid a decomposition of CCO, which presumably
already started at the high scanning speed used, as indicated
by the small red and green spots.

Chem. Ing. Tech. 2022, 94, No. 1–2, 177–185 ª 2021 The Authors. Chemie Ingenieur Technik published by Wiley-VCH GmbH www.cit-journal.com

Figure 2. Top-view SEM micrographs of sample C after a,b) thermal sintering (reference),
c,d) laser sintering and e,f) combination of laser sintering and thermal sintering. The micro-
graphs prove a melting of the CCO particles after laser sintering and show a denser sintered
CCO network with larger platelets after the combination of laser and thermal sintering.
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3.3 Thermoelectric Characterization

Fig. 6 presents the electrical conductivity of measured
samples. In Fig. 6a, the comparison of an as-prepared
spray-coated CCO layer, the pure laser-sintered sample C, a
conventional thermally sintered reference sample and the
combination of laser and thermal sintering is shown. By

pure laser sintering, the electrical conductivity increases by
2 to 3 orders of magnitude compared to the pristine spray-
coated CCO layer, proving the initial sintering due to the
laser treatment. The electrical conductivity of a thermally
sintered reference sample is around 2 to 4 S cm–1 (cf. [38]).
Via combination of laser and thermal sintering, the result-
ing electrical conductivity is again up to one order of
magnitude higher. This is shown in Fig. 6b in detail. Here,
sample C exhibits the highest electrical conductivity of
approximately 18 S cm–1 at 773 K. Samples A and B also
show an increased electrical conductivity, while sample D
exhibits roughly the same values as the pure thermally
sintered reference sample. The higher electrical conductivity
as a consequence of the combination of laser sintering and
thermal sintering is in good agreement with the findings of
the microstructural characterization. The resulting denser
layer with well sintered particles in the top 2 to 3 mm is
highly beneficial for the electrical conductivity. However,
due to the remaining layer being mostly unchanged and
therefore highly porous with smaller, poorly sintered plate-
lets, the film is still characterized by a lower electrical con-
ductivity compared to the bulk CCO sample.

In Fig. 6c, the measured Seebeck coefficient a of the ther-
mally sintered reference, the prepared Samples A–D and a
CCO bulk sample for comparison are shown. The samples
B and C show a slightly increased Seebeck coefficient while
samples A and D are characterized by a slightly decreased
Seebeck coefficient. Consequently, samples B and C
achieved a higher power factor up to 0.4 mW cm–1K–2 com-
pared to the thermally sintered reference. The prepared
CCO bulk sample still shows a higher power factor up to
1.5 mW cm–1K–2 as a result of the higher electrical conduc-
tivity and higher Seebeck coefficient. The values of the

www.cit-journal.com ª 2021 The Authors. Chemie Ingenieur Technik published by Wiley-VCH GmbH Chem. Ing. Tech. 2022, 94, No. 1–2, 177–185

Figure 3. Layer thickness analyses of the prepared samples. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of sample C after
a) laser sintering and b) combination of laser sintering and thermal sintering. c) Comparison of the layer thickness
of the spray-coated CCO film, the thermally sintered reference sample and samples A–D after laser sintering and the
combination of laser and thermal sintering.

Figure 4. Cross-sectional STEM analysis of a,b) laser-sintered
sample and c,d) combination of laser and thermal sintering in
sample C. The EDXS elemental distributions in a) and c) show
homogeneous distributions of Ca (red) and Co (green). The
high-resolution STEM annular dark-field micrograph of the
laser-sintered sample in b) exhibits small spherical particles in
the first 2–3mm of the CCO film, with the typical platelet parti-
cles underneath. After subsequent thermal sintering, the
respective 2–3mm can be still identified, characterized by large
sintered CCO platelets, shown in d).
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prepared CCO bulk sample are in the typical range com-
pared to reported values for undoped CCO at this tempera-
ture [26, 28, 46].

3.4 Influence of Laser
Parameters

Overall, the laser treatment resulted
in melted and sintered networks
of mostly amorphous particles (see
Fig. S4). A higher laser power (sam-
ple A) and multiple cycles (sample
D) both resulted in a strongly melted
network and high topography of the
film. A lower focus distance (sample
B) also resulted in a stronger melted
network, compared to a higher focus
distance (sample C). After subse-
quent sintering, the crystallinity of all

films could be restored, resulting in large CCO platelets (see
Fig. S5). However, the preparation with the higher power
(sample A) or with higher amount of cycles (sample D) did
not result in an increase of the thermoelectric properties,
while the samples prepared with 7.5 W and one cycle

Chem. Ing. Tech. 2022, 94, No. 1–2, 177–185 ª 2021 The Authors. Chemie Ingenieur Technik published by Wiley-VCH GmbH www.cit-journal.com

Figure 5. SAED analyses of the laser-sintered sample C. a) Cross-sectional STEM annular dark-
field micrograph with marked spots for SAED. SAED within the laser treated area b) shows dif-
fuse diffraction near the primary beam (radius approximately 3.2 1/nm around the primary
beam), supporting the hypothesis of amorphous regions due to the high power of the laser.
Underneath the first 2 to 3 mm, the SAED in c) does not show this diffuse diffraction.

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent electrical conductivity s, Seebeck coefficient a and calculated power factor of
the prepared samples. a) Comparison of spray-coated CCO film, reference sample, laser sintering and combination
of laser and thermal sintering. b) Electrical conductivity and c) Seebeck coefficient of samples A–D after combination
of laser and thermal sintering and comparison to the thermally sintered reference sample. The resulting electrical
conductivity and consequently the power factor of the samples B and C shown in d) is increased compared to the
thermally sintered reference.
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(samples B, C) both showed a noteworthy increase in the
electrical conductivity, resulting in a peak power factor of
0.4 mW cm–1K–2 at 773 K, which corresponds to an increase
of approximately one order of magnitude compared to the
thermally sintered reference. Additionally, a higher focus
distance of 15 mm (sample C) showed slightly better results
compared to 10 mm focus distance (sample B). Based on
the TEM microstructural analyses of sample C, via the
investigated laser parameters mainly the top 2 to 3 mm of
the film were influenced by the laser treatment, as a result
of the high scanning speed. However, this resulted in a
strongly increased electrical conductivity after subsequent
thermal sintering, due to a denser layer with larger and well
sintered CCO particles. This shows the potential of a laser
sintering process in the manufacturing of ceramic thermo-
electric films. Via further investigation and variation of the
vast amount of laser parameters, the influence of the
parameters can be investigated in more details and the
resulting thermoelectric properties may be further en-
hanced.

4 Conclusions

A promising optimization for manufacturing of oxide-based
thermoelectric materials is presented by laser sintering of a
CCO layer. The laser sintering of a spray-coated CCO layer
mostly impacted the top 2 to 3 mm of the film, resulting in
much smaller, spherical, amorphous regions after laser
treatment. Via a subsequent thermal sintering, the crystal-
linity within this 2 to 3 mm could be restored and the film
was characterized by a denser layer and larger CCO plate-
lets. As a result, the film showed a strongly increased electri-
cal conductivity of approximately 18 S cm–1, resulting in a
power factor of 0.4 mW cm–1K–2 at 773 K. A stand-alone
laser sintering without subsequent thermal sintering did not
result in increased properties. Nevertheless, these results
prove the potential of a supporting laser sintering in the
manufacturing of ceramic thermoelectric films and, conse-
quently, the manufacturing of TEGs.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information for this article can be found under
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/cite.202100128.
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